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IT ASSET MANAGEMENT

Our goal is to raise your SAM maturity

SAM maturity is rated on a four phase-scale; 

Key features

Through SAMSentry, we ensure that we not only address discovery 
and licence reporting, but we also increase maturity and introduce 
additional reporting benefits into a SAM programme. Our aim is to 
take you on a journey to self-sufficiency and SAM success.

Best Practice SAM industry 
assessment with over 400 
questions  
 
Gain input into the assessment from 
all parts of the organisation that 
touch software.

Management dashboard with 
a red flag system to highlight 
process gaps  
 
Focus on underperforming areas of 
software management, critical to 
the success of a SAM program.

Detailed recommendations 
with scheduled timescales 
 
When pursuing improvement; the 
activities to complete, points to 
consider and suggested timescales 
to help organise in order of priority. 

Traditionally, discovery and licence management technologies 
were the key focus when implementing Software Asset 
Management (SAM) within an organisation. However, as we 
move into a more digitised environment, organisations need to 
change the way they manage their ever- growing asset base. 

SAMSentry is a powerful SAM Optimisation Solution that - 
when combined with software audit and licence management 
technology - provides a 360 degree view of your organisation’s 
SAM infrastructure.

By deploying SAMSentry, your business will gain access to 
powerful analytics that enable you to assess, benchmark, 
view priority-based recommendations, collaborate and track 
progress. 

Address discovery and licence reporting issues 
Access to actionable insights to inform your SAM strategy 
Manage and reduce costs with greater financial control
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SAMSentry Analytics – the right data at the right time

SAMSentry provides event-based data sets that are focused entirely on driving efficiencies or cost savings. 
We do not tie customers into receiving reports they do not absolutely require. Instead, we put great emphasis 
on understanding your IT estate, business requirements and building custom reports to track and review 
progress.

An example of the dashboards available through the SAMSentry portal

1. Initial Review to identify process gaps
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2. Interim Review showing progress on 
implementing recommendations
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3. Interim Review showing further progress 
on implementing recommendations
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Benefits of SAMSentry

Access to industry-leading SAM review assessments based 
upon independent research of SAM industry

Validate governance with SAM supplier or outsourcer.

Insights to help build a robust business case for an improved 
SAM system with key facts and figures to support financial 
buy-in

Place context with multi-layered information that supports 
end point discovery and licence reports

Communicate with management teams on key areas of 
improvement and risk reduction in a succinct and practical 
manner

Select the right technology features to support your 
business process

Pinpoint process disconnects and their effects on audit or 
licence reports

Understand what action needs to be taken and follow 
automated timestamped recommendations

Collaborate with IT and non-IT teams globally to remedy 
process gaps

Cut project costs by up to 40%

ITAM by Trustmarque
Bringing IT back into alignment to deliver 

better business outcomes

SAMSentry is just the start of our 

comprehensive IT Asset Management 

capabilities designed to drive your SAM 

maturity. Our aim is to empower your 

organisation with connected IT in an 

increasingly digital and technology-

driven world.  Through dynamic IT Asset 

Management, we re-align IT with the rest 

of the business to help make you more 

efficient, ensure compliancy, optimise 

spend, drive automation and deliver self-

sufficiency.

Our ITAM consultancies are bespoke to 

your needs but founded on the quality 

Trustmarque standard; expertise, 

heritage, innovation and accreditation. 

Our experts will work with you to provide a 

appropriate solutions that flex to meet your 

requirements, no matter what your current 

level of SAM maturity or ITAM ambitions.
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ITAM by Trustmarque
We bring IT back into alignment to deliver better business outcomes.

Powered by the best tools and the best minds in the business
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